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•What are chemical magnetometers and
what do birds have to do with it?
	 	 (=> radical pair mechanism (RPM) and avian magnetoreception)

•Magnetometry with unusual signatures
(entanglement lifetime)

•Controlling reaction kinematics with optical switches
	 	 (=> challenges in assessing dynamics of RPM & controlling radical pair systems)
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Chemical magnetometer
in action

Pyrene N,N-Dimethylaniline
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Figure 1. Typical curve for the magnetic field dependence of the singlet yield of a singlet–born
radical pair. Magnetic field strength, B, is given in units of the average hyperfine interaction,
a, in the system.

the typical hyperfine coupling in the radical pair. The ‘normal’ MFE has been well
explored both in solution (for reviews, see Salikhov et al . (1984) and Steiner & Ulrich
(1989)) and in the solid state, in particular in bacterial reaction centres (Boxer et
al . 1983; Ho! et al . 1985; Steiner & Ulrich 1989; Volk et al . 1995). Figure 1 displays
schematically a typical MFE curve showing the recombination yield of a singlet–born
radical pair as a function of the magnetic field (in units of the hyperfine coupling).

Although the existence of a low-field e!ect (LFE) opposite in phase to the ‘normal’
MFE was first predicted in 1976 (Brocklehurst 1976) and low-field peculiarities in
solution were frequently observed (Anisimov et al . 1982; Fischer 1983; Hamilton et
al . 1989; Tarasov et al . 1993; Batchelor et al . 1993a, b), until recently little attention
was focused on the e!ects of weak applied fields on radical recombination reactions.

However, in recent years, this particular field of spin chemistry has been investi-
gated in more detail (Saik et al . 1995; Stass et al . 1995a, b; Brocklehurst & McLauch-
lan 1996; Saik & Lipsky 1997; Sacher & Grampp 1997; Timmel et al . 1998; Till et
al . 1998; Toropov et al . 2000; Ritz et al . 2000, and references therein). A theoretical
investigation of the origin of the LFE (Timmel et al . 1998) established that it arises
from coherent superpositions of the electron–nuclear spin states in SCRPs in zero
field. Once a small magnetic field is applied, some or all of the energy level degen-
eracies associated with these coherences might be lifted leading to an alteration in
the e"ciency of singlet–triplet interconversion. Consequently, the formation rate of
singlet recombination products as well as free radicals arising from the encounter of
triplet radical pairs is modified. The paper established the conditions under which
a significant LFE might be observed. It was concluded that the radical pair must
(i) recombine spin-selectively to give distinct singlet and triplet products, (ii) live
long enough for significant evolution of the electron spins under the influence of the
weak applied field to occur, (iii) have radical–radical interactions that are small com-
pared with the average hyperfine coupling in the radical pair. Finally, (iv) relaxation
in the radical pair must be slow compared with both spin evolution and radical
recombination. Under these conditions it was found that weak static magnetic fields
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Single electron spin

Not a shift of chemical equilibrium,
but a spin-dependent kinetic effect.

well studied in spin chemistry,
see e.g. Steiner & Ulrich, Chem. Rev. 89, 51 (1989)
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Avian magneto-reception

Wiltschko & Wiltschko, Science 1972,
J. Exp. Biol. 1996,

Bioessays 2006

•   Birds use Earth‘s magnetic field for navigation (migration).
=> Inclination compass

•   Effect also established for many other species (e.g. insects)
Wiltschko & Wiltschko, Bioessays 2006
Gegear et al. Nature 2008 (=>Drosophila)
Burda et al. PNAS 2009
… 

•   Two main hypotheses for underlying mechanism

• Magnetite-based mechanism
• Radical pair chemical reaction
      mechanism (RPM)

Schulten et al. Z. Phys. Chem. 1978
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Some experimental data for European Robins

visual system. Recordings from the nucleus of the basal optic

root (nBOR) and from the tectum opticum revealed units

that responded to changes in magnetic direction.(75,76) These

responses depended on the presence of light and an intact

retina and optic nerve. Individual neurons in the nBOR as well

as the tectum showed distinct peaks of response at particular

alignments of the magnetic field, which varied between cells.

The input of a number of such units would represent all

directions in three-dimensional space; processed collectively

and integrated, it could thus provide a suitable basis for a

compass.(75)

Taken together, the available findings from birds indicate

the following pathways of magnetic compass information: it is

mediated bya radical pair mechanism in the right eye, possibly

involving crypto chromes, and it is processed in the nBOR and

the tectum opticum, a part of the tectofugal system, which also

comprises the nucleus rotundus, where an activation by

magnetic stimuli was indicated using the glucose utilization

method.(77)

Responses under various light regimes
The responses of birds and amphibians under the various

wavelengths of light are of interest because they should reflect

the absorption ranges of the crucial pigments. Indirectly, they

may also indicate the number of receptors involved and the

way theseare interconnected. Inviewof thesequestions, birds

and salamander were tested under monochromatic light of

different wavelengths.

A wavelength dependency of magnetic compass orienta-

tion, reflecting awavelength dependencyofmagnetoreception

was indeed observed in migratory birds and homing pi-

geons:(60,78)magnetic orientationwasobservedunder 424 nm

blue, 502 nm turquoise and 565 nmgreen light, whereas under

590 nm yellow and 635 and 645 nm red light, birds were

disoriented (Fig. 7). Experimentswith interference filters could

narrow down the onset of disorientation even further to

between 561 and 568 nm.(61) That is, the spectral range

where birds obtain magnetic compass information includes

the entire blue-to-green part of the spectrum. The orientation

observed under monochromatic blue, turquoise and green

light was normal migratory orientation, showing the seasonal

reversal between northerly headings in spring and southerly

headings in autumn; it was controlled by the avian inclination

compass and was based on radical pair processes.(60,79,80)

At a first glimpse, this relationship between orientation and

wavelength of light may look like an ‘all-or-none’-response

reflecting the absorption range of a photopigment, yet the

abrupt transition from orientated behavior to disorientation

when the wavelength increased only a few nm(60,61) suggest

an antagonistic interaction with a second receptor activated by

longer wavelength. A second such receptor was also indicated

by an electrophysiological study that had identified two

different types of units, one with a peak near 500 nm, the

other with a peak beyond 580 nm.(74) Further behavioral tests

under long-wavelength light showed that birds could orient

under monochromatic light of 645 nm, provided they had been

exposed to this wavelength for at least 1 hour prior to the

critical tests.(81,82) This orientation was normal migratory

orientation, but its origin and the possible role of the long-

wavelength receptor is not yet clear (for a detailed discussion,

see Ref. 82).

The experiments with birds under monochromatic light

mentioned so far were performed under rather low light levels

of 6–8! 10"15 quanta s"1m"2, an intensity found in nature

more than half an hour before sunrise or after sunset. Under

monochromatic light of 7 times higher intensities, which still

corresponded to intensities found well before sunrise or after

sunset so that saturation of the receptors can be excluded,

Figure 7. Orientation behavior of birdsundermonochromatic
lights produced by light-emitting diodes (LEDs) of various
wavelengths, with the peakwavelength indicated.A:Spectra of
the LEDs producing the test lights.B:Orientation of Europeans
robins in spring; symbols as in Fig. 6. (data from Ref. 60). C:
Responses of four bird species tested under the various
wavelengths:Z.l. Australian silvereyes,Zosterops lateralis, E.r.,
European robins, Erithacus rubecula, S.b., garden warblers,
Sylvia borin, and C.l., homing pigeons, Columba livia: #
oriented behavior, (") disoriented behavior (after Ref. 60).

Review articles

BioEssays 28.2 165

However, an oscillating magnetic field that is in resonance with the
splitting between radical-pair spin states can perturb a radical-pair
mechanism by directly driving singlet–triplet transitions. In typical
biomolecules, many hyperfine splittings occur in the range of
0.1–10MHz and a limited number may exist in the range of
10–25MHz (ref. 15).
We used the migratory orientation of European robins, Erithacus

rubecula, to detect the possible effects of oscillating magnetic fields
on the underlying magnetoreception mechanism. Orientation tests
were performed during spring migration under 565 nm light;
conditions under which robins normally show excellent orientation
using their inclination compass16,17. All birds were tested indoors, in
the local geomagnetic field of 46 mTand 668 inclination. In addition
to the control condition (geomagnetic field alone, no oscillating
field), we used four experimental conditions in which an oscillating
magnetic field was added to the geomagnetic field (Fig. 1).
In the control condition, the robins exhibited seasonally appro-

priate northerly orientation (Fig. 2a), but in the presence of
broadband (0.1–10MHz, 0.085mT) and single-frequency (7MHz,
0.47 mT) oscillating fields, both vertically aligned (see Fig. 1), the
birds were disoriented (Fig. 2b, d).
To confirm that the observed behavioural change was caused by a

direct effect of the oscillating fields on the magnetic compass and
not by nonspecific effects due to changes in motivation and so on,
we varied the alignment of the 7.0-MHz field. The frequencies at
which an oscillating field perturbs a radical-pair reaction depend
not only on the chemical nature of the radical pair, but also on the
alignment of the oscillating field with respect to the static field18.
This implies that the responses of a magnetic compass system based
on radical pairs in the presence of a weak, single-frequency oscillat-
ing field can depend on the alignment of the oscillating field,
whereas nonspecific effects should occur independently of align-
ment. We tilted the oscillating field 248 to the north or 248 to the
south, so that the two oscillating fields were aligned at the same
angle relative to the vertical, but at different angles, parallel and 488,
relative to the geomagnetic field (Fig. 1).
When the oscillating field was parallel to the geomagnetic field,

the birds oriented in the migratory direction (Fig. 2c) and their
response was indistinguishable from that of the control condition
(Table 1). In contrast, when the same oscillating field was presented
at 248 and 488 relative to the geomagnetic field, the birds were
disoriented (Fig. 2d, e) and their response differed significantly
from that of the control condition (P , 0.01). The intra-individual
scatter in the distribution of nightly headings, as reflected by the
length of the birds’ mean vectors (rb), was indistinguishable from
that of the control condition when the 7-MHz oscillating field was
parallel to the geomagnetic field, but was significantly greater (lower

rb) in the other three oscillating-field conditions (that is, broadband
and 7MHz at 248 and 488 angles) (see Table 1).

Our findings show that it is unlikely that oscillating fields have an
effect on magnetite-based receptors3–5,12, because the dampening
effects of the cellular environment prevent magnetite particles from
tracking weak radio-frequency magnetic fields. Even in very-low-
viscosity physiological conditions (spherical single-domain magne-
tite in water) we can estimate, following ref. 14, that a 7-MHz field
would require an intensity of 285 mT to produce a noticeable change
in alignment, which is far stronger than the 0.47 mT fields used in
our experiments. Likewise, frequencies used in these experiments of
less than 10MHz are far from the expected ferromagnetic resonance
frequencies in the GHz range19, thus rendering thermal or lattice
vibration effects of the oscillating fields on magnetite unlikely.

In contrast, resonance effects of oscillating magnetic fields in the
frequency range of 0.1–10MHz are expected in a radical-pair
mechanism because hyperfine splittings occur in this range15.
Resonance effects in this frequency range would also be expected
in the context of Leask’s optical pumping hypothesis6, although the
lack of evidence for a biological source of energy in the radio-
frequency range required by the optical-pumping process6 makes
this mechanism unlikely.

By what physical mechanism could the remarkably weak oscillat-
ing fields used in our experiments (0.085 mT, 0.47 mT) affect a
radical-pair reaction, and in turn, a radical-pair-based compass
system? A simple model calculation (see Methods) suggests that at
least in some radical-pair reactions (radical pairs with one domi-
nant hyperfine interaction and a long lifetime), a resonant oscillat-
ing magnetic field of a thousandth of the geomagnetic field strength
can produce a detectable effect. This remarkable sensitivity to very
weak resonant oscillating fields is a noteworthy feature and further
studies should analyse the limits of sensitivity in more realistic
descriptions of radical pairs.

Our data, together with the above analysis, indicate that a
magnetically sensitive radical-pair process in European robins is
linked to the physiology of magnetic compass orientation. Themost
straightforward explanation for our findings is that the radical-pair
process indicated by our experiments works as the primary process
underlying magnetic compass orientation in European robins and
probably in other birds10. Of course, we cannot exclude the
possibility that a radical-pair reaction that is part of an unrelated
biochemical pathway was affected. However, the fact that resonance

Figure 1 Experimental set-up. Orientation of the 7.0-MHz oscillating magnetic fields
(black arrows with sine curve) parallel, at a 248 (vertical) and at a 488 angle to the

geomagnetic field (grey arrows; see Fig. 2c–e for results). In the parallel and 488

conditions, the oscillating fields have the same angle with respect to the birds in our

experimental set-up.

Figure 2 Effects of oscillating magnetic fields on magnetic orientation behaviour of

European robins. Triangles indicate the mean headings of the 12 test birds, arrows

represent the grand mean vectors (unit length ! outer circle radius; see Table 1 for

numerical values). The inner circles mark the 5% (dotted) and the 1% significance border

of the Rayleigh test27. a, Tests in the geomagnetic field only. b, Tests in the geomagnetic
field and a broadband (0.1–10MHz) noise field of 0.085mT. c–e, Tests in a 7.0-MHz field
of 0.47mT, oriented either parallel (c), at a 248 angle (d), or at a 488 angle (e) to the
geomagnetic field.
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However, an oscillating magnetic field that is in resonance with the
splitting between radical-pair spin states can perturb a radical-pair
mechanism by directly driving singlet–triplet transitions. In typical
biomolecules, many hyperfine splittings occur in the range of
0.1–10MHz and a limited number may exist in the range of
10–25MHz (ref. 15).
We used the migratory orientation of European robins, Erithacus

rubecula, to detect the possible effects of oscillating magnetic fields
on the underlying magnetoreception mechanism. Orientation tests
were performed during spring migration under 565 nm light;
conditions under which robins normally show excellent orientation
using their inclination compass16,17. All birds were tested indoors, in
the local geomagnetic field of 46 mTand 668 inclination. In addition
to the control condition (geomagnetic field alone, no oscillating
field), we used four experimental conditions in which an oscillating
magnetic field was added to the geomagnetic field (Fig. 1).
In the control condition, the robins exhibited seasonally appro-

priate northerly orientation (Fig. 2a), but in the presence of
broadband (0.1–10MHz, 0.085mT) and single-frequency (7MHz,
0.47 mT) oscillating fields, both vertically aligned (see Fig. 1), the
birds were disoriented (Fig. 2b, d).
To confirm that the observed behavioural change was caused by a

direct effect of the oscillating fields on the magnetic compass and
not by nonspecific effects due to changes in motivation and so on,
we varied the alignment of the 7.0-MHz field. The frequencies at
which an oscillating field perturbs a radical-pair reaction depend
not only on the chemical nature of the radical pair, but also on the
alignment of the oscillating field with respect to the static field18.
This implies that the responses of a magnetic compass system based
on radical pairs in the presence of a weak, single-frequency oscillat-
ing field can depend on the alignment of the oscillating field,
whereas nonspecific effects should occur independently of align-
ment. We tilted the oscillating field 248 to the north or 248 to the
south, so that the two oscillating fields were aligned at the same
angle relative to the vertical, but at different angles, parallel and 488,
relative to the geomagnetic field (Fig. 1).
When the oscillating field was parallel to the geomagnetic field,

the birds oriented in the migratory direction (Fig. 2c) and their
response was indistinguishable from that of the control condition
(Table 1). In contrast, when the same oscillating field was presented
at 248 and 488 relative to the geomagnetic field, the birds were
disoriented (Fig. 2d, e) and their response differed significantly
from that of the control condition (P , 0.01). The intra-individual
scatter in the distribution of nightly headings, as reflected by the
length of the birds’ mean vectors (rb), was indistinguishable from
that of the control condition when the 7-MHz oscillating field was
parallel to the geomagnetic field, but was significantly greater (lower

rb) in the other three oscillating-field conditions (that is, broadband
and 7MHz at 248 and 488 angles) (see Table 1).

Our findings show that it is unlikely that oscillating fields have an
effect on magnetite-based receptors3–5,12, because the dampening
effects of the cellular environment prevent magnetite particles from
tracking weak radio-frequency magnetic fields. Even in very-low-
viscosity physiological conditions (spherical single-domain magne-
tite in water) we can estimate, following ref. 14, that a 7-MHz field
would require an intensity of 285 mT to produce a noticeable change
in alignment, which is far stronger than the 0.47 mT fields used in
our experiments. Likewise, frequencies used in these experiments of
less than 10MHz are far from the expected ferromagnetic resonance
frequencies in the GHz range19, thus rendering thermal or lattice
vibration effects of the oscillating fields on magnetite unlikely.

In contrast, resonance effects of oscillating magnetic fields in the
frequency range of 0.1–10MHz are expected in a radical-pair
mechanism because hyperfine splittings occur in this range15.
Resonance effects in this frequency range would also be expected
in the context of Leask’s optical pumping hypothesis6, although the
lack of evidence for a biological source of energy in the radio-
frequency range required by the optical-pumping process6 makes
this mechanism unlikely.

By what physical mechanism could the remarkably weak oscillat-
ing fields used in our experiments (0.085 mT, 0.47 mT) affect a
radical-pair reaction, and in turn, a radical-pair-based compass
system? A simple model calculation (see Methods) suggests that at
least in some radical-pair reactions (radical pairs with one domi-
nant hyperfine interaction and a long lifetime), a resonant oscillat-
ing magnetic field of a thousandth of the geomagnetic field strength
can produce a detectable effect. This remarkable sensitivity to very
weak resonant oscillating fields is a noteworthy feature and further
studies should analyse the limits of sensitivity in more realistic
descriptions of radical pairs.

Our data, together with the above analysis, indicate that a
magnetically sensitive radical-pair process in European robins is
linked to the physiology of magnetic compass orientation. Themost
straightforward explanation for our findings is that the radical-pair
process indicated by our experiments works as the primary process
underlying magnetic compass orientation in European robins and
probably in other birds10. Of course, we cannot exclude the
possibility that a radical-pair reaction that is part of an unrelated
biochemical pathway was affected. However, the fact that resonance

Figure 1 Experimental set-up. Orientation of the 7.0-MHz oscillating magnetic fields
(black arrows with sine curve) parallel, at a 248 (vertical) and at a 488 angle to the

geomagnetic field (grey arrows; see Fig. 2c–e for results). In the parallel and 488

conditions, the oscillating fields have the same angle with respect to the birds in our

experimental set-up.

Figure 2 Effects of oscillating magnetic fields on magnetic orientation behaviour of

European robins. Triangles indicate the mean headings of the 12 test birds, arrows

represent the grand mean vectors (unit length ! outer circle radius; see Table 1 for

numerical values). The inner circles mark the 5% (dotted) and the 1% significance border

of the Rayleigh test27. a, Tests in the geomagnetic field only. b, Tests in the geomagnetic
field and a broadband (0.1–10MHz) noise field of 0.085mT. c–e, Tests in a 7.0-MHz field
of 0.47mT, oriented either parallel (c), at a 248 angle (d), or at a 488 angle (e) to the
geomagnetic field.
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[Ritz et al., Nature 429, 177, (2004)]

Radio frequency experiments Experiments on light dependence

[Wiltschkos, BioEssays 2006] 5
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Avian magneto-reception via vision

respective field strengths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 G (cf.
Fig. 3). We will assume a decay rate of 1 !s!1 throughout
our further calculations.

The validity of the presented results is based on the
particular values chosen for the hyperfine coupling strength.
It should be noted that it is the ratio between magnetic field
strength and hyperfine coupling strength, and the ratio be-
tween decay rate and hyperfine coupling strength, that in-
fluence the triplet yield. If the hyperfine coupling is five
times as large as the one chosen in our present description,
an increase of the magnetic field strength and decay rate by
a factor of five will produce the same effects.

To obtain directional information from the geomagnetic
field it is not enough that a radical-pair reaction is influ-
enced by a 0.5 G magnetic field, but it is necessary that
there is a significant difference between the effects of a 0.5
G magnetic field on radical pairs with different orientations
with respect to the field.

The dependence of the triplet yield on the angle " be-
tween the ! axis of the radical pair and the magnetic field
vector is shown in Fig. 4 for the ranges 0–2.5 G and 0°–90°.
The symmetry of the spin dynamics does not require con-
sideration of a wider angular range since the orientational
effect is only dependent on the axis of the field, not on the
direction of the field with respect to a given axis. Also, the
field dependence is symmetric with respect to a change of
tilt angle from " to a value 180° ! ". This symmetry derives
from the nearly isotropic distribution of the nuclear spins in
the initial state of the radical pair.

The results show that the variation in the triplet yield can
be as large as 25% for a field of 0.5 G. Interestingly, the
orientational variation does not increase with larger field
strengths. For a field of 2.5 G, the variation of the triplet
yield is "10%. Fig. 4 demonstrates quite dramatically that,
given that the chosen parameters for hyperfine coupling and
decay rates are, indeed, in a range that can be realized by
biomolecular systems, the radical-pair mechanism furnishes

magnetosensory capacities within a small window of the
magnetic field strength. In the next section we will illustrate
how an animal’s visual system could exploit the chemistry
of a radical-pair mechanism to yield information on the
animal’s orientation relative to the geomagnetic field, but
we would like to stress that another sensory system, e.g.,
olfactory or tactile, could qualify as well.

Vision-based magnetic compass

Information on the orientation of the geomagnetic field can
be merged with sensory capacities of an animal if the
sensory transduction pathway can be influenced by a reac-
tion involving a radical-pair mechanism and if the molecu-
lar system involving the latter is orientationally fixed. The
latter condition can be readily realized since sensory trans-
duction involves cellular membranes that often assume an
ordered structure with large-scale orientational preferences
in a coordinate frame defined relative to a sensory organ of
the animal. A suitable example is vision, in which case the
rod and cone receptor cells hold the visual pigments in
membranes that are oriented tangentially to the retina of the
eye.

To model the effect of a field-dependent radical-pair
process on an animal’s vision one needs to specify how such
a process interacts with the visual pathway. For the purpose
of illustration we assume that the radical-pair process af-
fects the sensitivity of the light receptors in the eye. This
modulation of sensitivity will result in a response pattern
that varies over the hemisphere of the eye. We model the
eye as displayed in Fig. 5 as a pinhole camera with an

FIGURE 4 Triplet quantum yields evaluated for a radical pair with
anisotropic hyperfine coupling. Yields are shown as a function of the angle
" between magnetic field and radical pair as well as for different field
strengths.

FIGURE 5 Eye model used for the calculation of visual modulation
patterns. Rays 1 and 2 enter through an infinitesimal hole at O# and are
projected onto a spherical retina. The receptor molecules are assumed to be
oriented normal to the retina surface (directions !1 and !2), thus forming
different angles with the direction of the magnetic field vector.

Photoreceptor-Based Magnetoreception 711
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infinitesimal opening at O!. The retina is assumed to be a
perfect sphere with the light receptors oriented normal to the
sphere (c.f. !1 and !2 in Fig. 5). The eye is assumed to be
cyclopean, i.e., in the center of the head. The direction of the
central line connecting O and O!, henceforth, will be re-
ferred to as the viewing or head direction.

The unmodified signal " is represented by an integer in
the range 0–255. We show how vision would be modulated
if the bird was looking at a uniformly gray screen (" " 127)
measuring 62° # 62°. The modified signal "! is determined
according to a linear transduction formula

"!$!% " 127 # 255 $ &$'T$!% % 'gauge%#( (11)

where 'gauge represents the triplet yield averaged over all
angles and where # is an amplification factor. We have
chosen # " 4.

The patterns that describe the modification of view for
different head orientations are collected in Fig. 6. The
numbering “0” to “180” refers to the angles of the different
viewing directions with respect to the geomagnetic field
vector. The modulation pattern for a bird looking parallel to
the magnetic field lines (“0” in Fig. 6) is essentially a disk
in the center of vision. We found it convenient, for the sake
of illustration, to choose parameters such that the disk is
darker than the surroundings. Biologically, this could cor-
respond to a decrease of sensitivity of the receptors in this
region. However, the magnetic compass would work simi-
larly if receptor sensitivity is increased rather than de-
creased.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the modulation pattern for a bird
looking antiparallel to the magnetic field lines (“180”) is
identical with the pattern for parallel orientation (“0”). This
shows that the radical-pair-based magnetic compass is in-
trinsically an inclination compass. The modulation pattern
does not directly differentiate geographic north and south,
but provides this information through the tilt of the geo-
magnetic field vector relative to the horizon. In the northern
hemisphere, the geomagnetic field lines point downward in
the northern direction, in the southern hemisphere they
point downward in the southern direction. Using the gravity
information provided through the vestibular system, a bird
can differentiate between north and south although the
modulation patterns are indistinguishable. However, a prob-
lem arises at the magnetic equator, where the geomagnetic
field axis lies within the horizontal plane and a bird misses
the cue of geomagnetic tilt that helps to differentiate north
from south.

To exemplify the connection between the visual modu-
lation patterns and gravity information, we illustrate in Fig.
6 also the bird’s directions corresponding to the modulation
patterns for a bird flying at Urbana-Champaign, where the
inclination of the geomagnetic field is )68°. This angle has
incidentally the same value as the angle ! for which an
earth-strength magnetic field produces the largest effect on

triplet yields (see above), but the two angles are completely
unrelated.

It should be noted that the amplification factor # is
chosen in such a way that the magnetic field effects become
discernible to the human eye in a static picture. In life
vision, much weaker amplification would suffice because a
bird can detect the moving of the visual pattern induced by
the geomagnetic field (noticeable with head movement as
discussed below) since moving patterns are visually recog-
nized with high sensitivity. However, this sensitivity can
only be illustrated through the use of a video representing an
animal’s vision, i.e., is beyond the static representation in
these pages.

To understand how information on the geomagnetic field
furnished through a radical-pair mechanism can be inter-
preted, one needs to consider how this information appears
during head movement. If the bird flies parallel to the
geomagnetic field vector and moves its head up, the disk
will follow its eyes, however, with a reduced angular ve-
locity. The angular velocity depends on the eye-lens geom-
etry. In our model, the disk moves with half the angular
velocity of the eye, as can be readily explained on the basis
of Fig. 5: the angular change of ray 1 is half that of !1, since
angle (1, O!, C) is half the angle (1, O, C). If the bird turns
its head up and down it will “see” a disk-like feature that
follows its head movement and is only in the center of

FIGURE 6 Visual modulation patterns through the geomagnetic field
(0.5 G) for a bird looking into different directions at angles 0°, 30°, 60°,
90°, 120°, 150°, and 180° with the magnetic field vector. The patterns have
been evaluated assuming radical-pair receptors with anisotropic hyperfine
couplings arranged in the eye model depicted in Fig. 5. The schematic
illustrations next to the modulation patterns indicate the corresponding
direction into which a bird would be flying at Urbana-Champaign (geo-
magnetic field inclination of 68°).

712 Ritz et al.

Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718

[from Ritz et al., Biophys. J. 78, 707 (2000)]

For anisotropic magnetic field effects to 
appear, molecule geometry needs to be 
fixed with respect to the magnetic field 
direction, e.g. oriented in the retina.

Visual modulation patterns if the magnetic 
field sense piggy-bags the visual pathway.
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Example of magnetic field effect in proteins

7

photolyase,
from S. Weber, Biochimica et
Biophysica Acta (BBA) -
Bioenergetics 1707, 1 (2005)

Magentic field effects for photolyase and 
cryptochrome (Fig.) observed in vitro:
	 Henbest et al. PNAS 105, 14395 (2008),
	 Maeda et al. PNAS 109, 4774 (2012).

photolyase and cryptochrome
(proteins with a flavin cofactor)

radical pair:
flavin (FAD/FADH)
tryptophan residue

in Fig. 4. RP1 interconverts coherently between singlet and triplet
states under the influence of magnetic interactions internal to
the radicals (electron-nuclear hyperfine couplings) and Zeeman
interactions with the external magnetic field. Only the singlet
state of RP1 can revert to the ground state (FAD! TrpH) by
electron-hole recombination, the corresponding reaction of the
triplet state being spin-forbidden. Simultaneously, one of the
constituents of RP1 changes its protonation state to give RP2,
a process that is not subject to spin-selection rules and which sing-
let and triplet undergo at equal rates. The applied magnetic field
alters the time-dependent probability that RP1 is singlet or triplet
and so changes the fractions of radical pairs that proceed along
the two competing pathways. The nonequilibrium state of the
spin system allows magnetic interactions much weaker than
kBT to alter the reaction yields. As indicated by the transient ab-
sorption data (Figs. 2 and 3), the RP1 reactions occur on a 10 !s
timescale; i.e., slow enough to allow time for a 50 !T magnetic
field to modify the singlet-triplet interconversion and fast enough
to compete with spin-decoherence, which has been shown by
time-resolved EPR to occur in approximately 10 !s (11). Experi-

mental evidence that RP1 is formed in a singlet state from the
photo-excited singlet state of the FAD cofactor (1FAD") is dis-
cussed in the SI Appendix.

Kinetic Regulation of Magnetic Responses. The changes in the
photochemical kinetics of AtCry and EcPL reported above are
produced by applied magnetic fields some 500 times stronger
than the Earth’s field. To shed light on the conditions under which
cryptochrome might be sensitive to much weaker fields, we have
sought to clarify some of the factors that determine the amplitude
of the responses at 28 mT.

A 28 mT magnetic field elicits 10–20% changes in the yield of
RP2 in both AtCry and EcPL (Fig. 3), substantially larger than
the 3–4% effects previously reported for EcPL in a solution with
a lower glycerol content (23). A possible explanation for this
difference can be found in the earlier observation (30) that the
deprotonation rate (kf ) of the terminal TrpH•! radical in EcPL
decreases with increasing concentration of glycerol, an effect
attributed to release of the proton to the solvent. Changes in
kf alter the competition between the kb and kf reactions (Fig. 4)
and so have the potential to tune the magnetic-field effect. As
shown in Fig. 5 for EcPL, both the lifetime of RP1 (determined
by the kb and kf steps, Fig. 4) and the magnetic-field effect on the
quantum yield of RP2 increase with increasing glycerol concen-
tration and decreasing temperature, with an approximately linear
correlation between the two quantities. We comment on the ori-
gin of this effect in the SI Appendix.

Magnetic-field Dependence of Radical Yields. Effects of magnetic
fields substantially weaker than 28 mT have been explored for
AtCry and EcPL; the results are shown in Fig. 6. The fractional
change in the yield of RP2 (as measured at 510 nm) is given for
magnetic fields down to about 1 mT. The changes are roughly
three times stronger for AtCry than for EcPL but otherwise rather
similar. Above 5 mT, both proteins show typical radical-pair
behavior (7): a monotonic increase in the magnitude of the effect,
leveling off in both cases at magnetic fields stronger than about
25 mT. The comparatively large asymptotic magnetic-field
effects (>20% for AtCry and >8% for EcPL) observed here are
assumed to arise from the relatively long lifetime of the protein-
bound radicals and the restrictions placed on their dynamics by
the protein environment.

The width of such field-profiles is often characterized by the
parameter B1

2
, the magnetic field at which the effect reaches half

Fig. 3. Magnetic-field effects on the photochemical kinetics of AtCry and
EcPL. Transient absorption kinetic time profiles of (A) AtCry and (C) EcPL both
recorded at 510 nm with and without a 28 mTapplied magnetic field. (B) and
(D) Differences between the two signals shown in (A) and in (C), respectively:
""A # "A$28 mT% ! "A$0%. 200 ns boxcar smoothing was used to produce
(B) and (D); no smoothing was used for (A) and (C). Experimental conditions:
AtCry, 270 K in 60% (v"v) glycerol solution; EcPL, 250 K in 50% (v"v) glycerol
solution. Similar traces for both proteins were observed at temperatures
between 240 K and 275 K and glycerol contents between 25% and 65%
(SI Appendix).

Fig. 4. Proposed photochemical reaction schemes for AtCry and EcPL. The
black arrows and species are common to both proteins; the blue and red
features refer to AtCry and EcPL, respectively. kb and kf are first-order rate
constants for electron–hole recombination of RP1 and formation of RP2
from RP1, respectively. Although RP2 in AtCry is here drawn as [FADH•Trp•],
the protonation state of the Trp radical is not certain. The curved green
arrows indicate the coherent, magnetic field-dependent interconversion
of the singlet and triplet states of RP1.

Fig. 5. Correlation between the magnetic-field effect on the yield of RP2
and the lifetime of RP1 in EcPL. (A) Transient absorption kinetic time profiles
of EcPL in 50% (v"v) glycerol solution in the absence of an applied magnetic
field at the temperatures indicated. Recorded at 600 nm, these signals reflect
the kinetics of the reactions: TrpH•!

! Trp• ! H! and 1&FAD•!TrpH•!' !
FAD! TrpH (Fig. 4). Lifetimes were extracted from such data by fitting to
a monoexponential decay with a constant offset. (B) Effect of a 28 mT mag-
netic field on the yield of RP2 (recorded at 510 nm) plotted against the life-
time of RP1 (measured at 600 nm) over a range of temperatures and glycerol
concentrations, as indicated. The vertical axis is the absolute value of the
fractional magnetic-field effect (MFE): j"A$28 mT% ! "A$0%j""A$0%. The data
plotted here are given in the SI Appendix.

4776 # www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1118959109 Maeda et al.
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The radical pair mechanism

molecular
ground state

excited state

photo-excitation

A + D

8

electron
transfer

|S�

S
�
A•− +D•+

�

A +SD∗

en
er

gy

spin-selective
reaction

singlet
product

triplet
product

e.g. recombined ground state,
fluorescence

e.g. recombined
triplet-excited state

|T0�
|T+�

|T−�
∼ B

T
�
A•− +D•+

�

∼ B

Spin Hamiltonian:

H =
�

m=1,2

�

−γe
�
�Bext + �Bc(t)

�
· �S(m)z +

�

n

λmn �Sm · �Imn

�

radical pair
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Nuclear spin bath

9

Py–h•−10 DMA–h•+11

system: electron spins
environment: nuclear spins 

(mesoscopic)

System dynamics

ρsys(t) = Trenv
�
e−iHt [ρsys(0)⊗ ρenv(0)] e+iHt

�

ρsys(0) = |S��S| ρenv(0) ∝ I
completely positive maps

(non-Markovian) ρsys(t) =M(1)
t ⊗M

(2)
t |S��S|

Decoherence due to local nuclear spin baths 
breaks symmetry and enables the magnetometer.

initial electron
transfer

|S� |T0�
|T+�

|T−�
∼ B
∼ B

Spin Hamiltonian:

H =
�

m=1,2

�

−γe
�
�Bext + �Bc(t)

�
· �S(m)z +

�

n

λmn �Sm · �Imn
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Ø  Entanglement really makes a difference: It is necessary for high B-field sensitivity!

Singlet initial state

Optimum separable
initial state

Optimum sensitivity for singlet initial states:
[Cai et al. PRL 104, 220501 (2010)]

Is entanglement in the initial state relevant?

Magnetic field 
sensitivity:

ΛS(B) =
∂ΦS
∂B

10
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Entanglement lifetime of Py-DMA radical pairs

11

time

separation

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
0

2
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B �mT�

t�ns�
Entanglement in unrecombined
Py�DMA radicals �data points�

entangled

separable
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0
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6

8

B �mT�

t�ns�

Entanglement in unrecombined
Py�DMA radicals �data points�

first observed in
Cai et al. PRL 104, 220501 (2010)

TE = max{t > 0| ρel(t) entangled}
Entanglement lifetime

shows discontinuities due to (partial) revivals.

=> use	 	     for magnetic field measurements TE(B)

increasing trend towards
binary mixtures
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Entanglement measurement for radical pairs?

Challenge:
local observables of electron spins 
practically not accessible
(high B-fields or spacial resolution required)

12

0 5 10 15�0.2

0.0
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0.6
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en
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ng
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m
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t,
�
S

B � 3.8 mT

singlet fraction

optimal entanglement 
witness

In Py-DMA only 3 parameters necessary for 
full tomography!

ρel =





a 0 0 0
0 b c 0
0 c∗ b 0
0 0 0 a





assumptions:
• locally maximally mixed
• isotropic HF-interaction
• no coherences between subspaces of 
different Stotz = S(1)z + S

(2)
z

C(ρel) = 2max{0, |c |− a}

Entanglement quantified by concurrence:

Quantum control pulses affect both electrons 
in the same way

(U ⊗ U)ρel(U ⊗ U)†

=> Which observables are accessible through fluorescence?
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Entanglement witness for Py-DMA radical pairs

13

Optimal entanglement witness

Wφ = 2|φ��φ|− 1

|φ� ∝ |↓↑�+ e iφ|↑↓�

Tr[Wφρel(t)] > 0

φ = arg�↓↑|ρel(t)|↑↓�

Radical pair spins entangled for

4 5 6 7 8�0.10

�0.05

0.00

0.05

0.10

t �ns�

�W Φ�

B�3.8mT, Ε�0.03
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2
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B �mT�

T E
�
�
T E
�ns�

Ε�0.03

with

confidence region for
numerically generated noisy states

noise

Challenges:
 • How to measure this witness?
 • Radical pair lifetime ~2ns

geminate radical pair lifetime in solution
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  no spin evolution due to exchange interaction 1–1.5 nm

spin evolution

spin evolution

Radical pair re-encounter dynamics

photo-
excitation

14

ra
di

ca
l s

ep
ar

at
io

n

time

|S�

0

ΦS(t) =

� t

0
dτ ke−kτ �S|ρel(τ)|S�total singlet

product yield
phenomenological

reencounter
probability

sensitivity

Λ(B) =
∂ΦS(t →∞)

∂B

re-encounter

Case 1:
recombination
=> fluorescence

Case 2:
no recombination

t

ρel(t)

∝ �S|ρel(t)|S�

molecule diffusion 
imposes classical 

stochastic process of
re-encounter events
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Controlling re-encounter with photo-switches

15

Mount radicals on photo-switchable bridge

Py DMAAzobenzene

azobenzene photo-switches
change isomerization with a 

frequency dependence in absorption

cis-trans-

photo-
excitation
laser pulse

ra
di

ca
l s

ep
ar

at
io

n

closed

time

|S�

0 t

ρel(t)

open

opening
laser pulse

closing
laser pulse

spin evolution

fluorescence

Control scheme:

Control re-encounter
probability distribution:

ΦS(t) =

� t

0
dτ pre(τ)�S|ρel(τ)|S�

including multiple re-encounters...

arXiv: 1206.1280
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Application to chemical magnetometry

16

ΛS(B) =
∂ΦS(B)

∂B
=

� ∞

0
dτ pre(τ)gS(B, t)

gS(B, t) =
∂�S|ρel(B, t)|S�

∂B

For single nuclei molecules, see also:
T. Ritz et al., Biophys. J. 96 (2009)
J.-M. Cai, F. Caruso, and M. B. Plenio, PRA 85 (2012)

Magnetic sensitivity

instantaneous sensitivity

H = −γe �Bext · (�S1 + �S2) + α|γe |�S2 · �I

e e
n

radical 1 radical 2

α

Model system of 2 electrons
and 1 spin-1 nucleus

Parameters:
     α	  =	  1.0	  mT
	  	  	  	  	  	  B	  =	  0.05mT

Initialize radical pairs and
 open photo-switch and...
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Engineering a re-encounter probability distribution

17
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Re-encounter probability:

train of equally long 
closing laser pulses

(conservative timescale)

Integrand of magnetic sensitivity:

exponential
model
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Finding the right laser-timing
and the resulting sensitivity

18
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exponential 
models

Suitably controlled re-encounter probability 
enhances sensitivity for external
(Earth-strength) magnetic field.

Scanning over different laser-timings 
reveals resonances of increased sensitivity.
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• Radical pair mechanism is suitable for chemical magnetometry
and is a logical candidate for animal magnetoreception.

• Entanglement lifetime of free radicals
(and perhaps other quantities showing revivals)
could be used for magnetometry.
(=> Which observables can be measured in principal using control techniques?)

• Control of radical pair re-encounters offers a new handle
to investigate reaction kinematics in more detail
and offers new strategy for more sensitive chemical magnetometry.

(➚ Guerreschi et al. arXiv:1206.1280)

Summary

19
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